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The production of JET LAG was made possible with the generous support of Peak Performances @ Montclair State University (N.J.), the National Endowment for the Arts, and the Bonython Arts Center. JET LAG premiered in 1996 at The Kracher in NYC and was supported by La Plata Exhibition, Calder, Le Centre Culturel Transfrontalier Le Magne, Mekuahai Centre for Research, Cultural Development, Harum Kuchu Artium and Kassieker Brussels. Additional funds for the original production were provided by The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, The Curtis M. Cronk Foundation, Good Works Foundation, Gretchen Foundation, the Gromwell Foundation, the Jerome Foundation, the Microsoft Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, the New York State Council on the Arts, and generous support of individual donors.

Previous versions of the project included JET/WEB (Roger Dearrow), ARO CARLO and Dila SOUK (Doris Goby), DOUGRADE (Richard Schwartz), Housing Phillips (Grace Dearrow), Tim Conning (Robert Meth), Peer Norrman and Amber Lussen (video associates), Susan Harburger (lighting associate), and Eric Dyer (technical director).

Duration: 1 hour 20 minutes, no intermission.

In consideration of both audience and performers, please turn off all electronic devices. The taking of photographs or videos and the use of recording equipment are not permitted. No food or drink is permitted inside the theater.

To view our complete season and for more information, visit www.peakperfs.org.

To become a Peak Performances fan on Facebook, text “fanpeakperfs” to FBOOK (32665)!